MUST-HAVE PRODUCTS

Cocoon Innovations CPS350 NetBook Case
$44.99
www.cocooninnovations.com

Hot your NetBook from vacation to vacation this summer with this cool NetBook Case by Cocoon. Equipped with Cocoon's proprietary GRID-IT! organization system (a rubberized woven elastic object retention system for gadget organization), this case is ideal for organizing your PDA, MP3 player, iPod, iPhone, Blackberry and other digital devices. It holds "fit" fits laptops or NetBooks.

Laptop Sleeve Laptop Cases
$24.95 - $29.95
www.laptopzone.com

You may be on the war camping or headed to the beach, but wherever you go you'll be able to take along your laptop or netbook. Check out our new laptop cases. These cases are pop-up style, attach to the side to create and protect a laptop computer sleeve, including fully padded models equipped with a choice of molded backpack, or shoulder bag, as well as a reusable bag, and a sleeve by Laptop Zone, which is perfect for portable DVD players and NetBooks. The cases also include internal security features and compartments for the laptop access from paying system.

Zentronic MP3/Bluetooth Sunglasses
www.zentronic.com
$44.99 for ZGB

Whether you're roller skating, hiking or biking, these MP3/Bluetooth Sunglasses are the perfect solution for shading your eyes from the sun and listening to your favorite tunes at the same time. The lenses come with 1.1 polarized lenses, blocking 100% of UVA, UVB and UVC rays so they are 100% safe for your eyes. At any time during your run or ride you have the ability to switch over (from your tunes in a phone call or 13 hours talk time) with just one push of a button. In addition to being water-resistant, they have a removable USB strap, a cord, black, silver, and black, allowing for easy drop and drop of the cycle with no cables required. The sunglasses are available in either 3GB or 4GB of memory. A protection case, AC/DC travel charger and USB cable are also included.

Palm Pre
$199.99 (after $100 mail-in rebate and new Sprint 2-year service contract)
www.palm.com

Sporting a 3.5-inch touchscreen and slide-out QWERTZ keyboard, this cool new phone for summer features a smooth, rounded ergonomic design and is made for comfort able in your hand or pocket. This phone, based on the new Palm webOS mobile platform built from the ground up to be completely connected to the Web, is ideal for phone calls, Web browsing, music, photos and videos and when you're on the go, it is optimized for a small and text messaging. It will also support a variety of different Sprint services, including Sprint TV. The Pre features 3 integrated cameras with LED flash and optical zoom depth of field, 4GB of internal storage, integrated GPS and MicroUSB connector with USB 2.0 Hi-Speed.